Home Learning KS1 Week Beginning: 18th May 2020
Monday – Wednesday
Class Blogs
On Purple Mash each class has set up a class blog that will allow the children to share any of
the amazing things they are doing at home, from a completed jigsaw puzzle to a fantastic
piece of artwork we would love to know what the children are up to. The children can get to
the blog by logging on to Purple Mash and the clicking the sharing icon on the top left tool
bar then selecting shared blogs and the blog should be listed there. Once you select this
your children will be able to post comments and see what others have been doing. Please
note that posts need to be approved and therefore will not appear immediately. We will aim
to approve comments at least once a day as well as post ourselves so the children can see
what we are up to too.
Reminder that the children have access to Numbots for both Year 1 and 2 and TTRS for
year 2. These are a good way to develop fluency in maths therefore we would like the
children to log on to these at least twice a week if possible.
Daily Maths sessions: White Rose are now requiring a subscription to access the
worksheets for each lesson. However, NCETM have produced some amazing video lessons for
maths which will support the children to develop their understanding of multiplication. Each
session will have activities to complete that either uses paper and pencil or resources you
should have around the home. Please follow the link below and complete lessons 1 – 5 this
week.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQqF8sn28L9yTV9WxpHw-9BbqRe_f49fr
Maths Investigation:
Eggs in Baskets
There are three baskets, a brown one, a red one and a pink one,
holding a total of ten eggs.
The Brown basket has one more egg in it than the Red basket.
The Red basket has three fewer eggs than the Pink basket.
How many eggs are in each basket?

Maths game:
Sort the Street
Here is a picture of nine of the houses in my
street:

Find as many different ways to sort them into
groups as you can.

Can someone guess how you have grouped them?

Reading all of the reading that your child does is valuable. From reading their reading books
to recipe books and non-fiction books and everything in between. Please keep a record of
the reading you are doing in your child’s reading record.
A reading activity has been set on Purple Mash with linked activities.
Writing prompt:
Last week we looked at some of the animals that you can find in Africa. This week we would
like you to create a poem about one of these animals.
The Elephant
One long trunk
Four thick legs
Two sharp tusks
Thumping, plodding, crashing
Wrinkled and noble
Like a giant bulldozer
Old man of Africa

Number, adjective, body part
Number, adjective, body part
Number, adjective, body part
Three verbs
Two adjectives
Simile
Statement

This poem has a very simple structure, which can be copied to make a new poem.

So an alternative version could be:
The Elephant
Two wrinkled eyes
One tiny tail
Two flapping ears
Marching, stamping, thrashing
Grey and wise
Like an enormous brick wall
Wisest of them all

Number, adjective, body part
Number, adjective, body part
Number, adjective, body part
Three verbs
Two adjectives
Simile
Statement

Pick an animal of your choice and create your own poem using the structure above.
Geography:
Africa is made up of 54 different countries. On Purple Mash a to do have been set for you
to have a go at naming some of them. It maybe useful to have a look at an atlas or globe to
help you!
Art and Design:
Now that you have found out some of the countries that are part of Africa, we would like you
to recreate one their flags. You could do this in anyway you would like. You might choose to
use felt pens or paint or create a collage or sew, it is entirely up to you!
It would be fantastic is these could then be shared on our class blogs or class display boards
for everyone to see.
Computing:
Earlier in the year we began to develop coding skills. To keep recap and refresh these skills
we would like you to complete the eight 2 Go challenges on purple Mash. Think carefully
about what you learnt in school.
This will be set as a to do for you to complete on Purple Mash.
Remember we love to see what you have been doing and you can share anything you have been
doing with us through the class blogs or class email address.

